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The brief news updates from Working with Europe simply aims to offer a short view on our 
present work and its perspectives 

 
 

# once again into the lotto… # 
 

On the 31st of March Working with Europe and our partners submitted 
a long line of Erasmus+ applications. 
Regrettably we need to clearly state that the Erasmus+ programme 
and submitting to the programme has been turned into a lotto. The 
lotto includes a number of insecurities and unpredictable actions and 
behaviours from National Agencies as well as from their evaluators. 
The orientation, policy and practice in Erasmus+ vary so much across 
member states that submitting has indeed become… a lotto! 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 # NEET U seniors encounter in the UK # 
 

We talk a lot about social innovation these days – and how social 
innovation should be driven by community needs and by citizens. 
But how to do that in practice? The recently granted NEET U 
Erasmus+ project will contribute to these answers through engaging 
experienced seniors as NEET brokers in the communities – working 
closely with and building social change capacity among groups of 
young NEETs. The seniors will take the first steps in Shrewsbury UK in 
April. NEET U web (under construction) 

# new horizons # 
 

Along 2016 we will be deeply engaged in very interesting and 
challenging Horizon research and innovation initiatives addressing 
open schooling and innovative science learning – in open 
collaboration with the USV from Romania and the UPC from Catalonia 
Spain. Later on we will start addressing the extremely interesting 
Empowering Europe’s Young Innovators Call. We expect to be able to 
create considerable innovation in 2016 and 2017 through these 
initiatives. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 # you might need to visit our web resources # 
 

Our website – we call it our “retro website”, as it might appear 
somewhat old-fashioned  – is offering still more resources for 
institutions and professionals seriously interested in creating 
innovative Erasmus+ and Horizon projects. 
You can find these resources in the resource section. 
Of course, you are welcome to forward this information to your 
colleagues and partners – who knows, they might be interested! 

# erasmus+ young people’s co-creation… # 
 

Many of the projects submitted in March 2016 addresses young 
people in different contexts. Not young people as receivers or users 
of innovation produced by us and our partners, but young people as 
co-drivers and co-creators of innovation and project results. In these 
projects the young participants will be engaged in the project as key 
players, even within the framework of the projects themselves, 
heralding a new era in European collaboration. 
Some of the new projects are briefly presented here. 

  

 
 

 
 

 # countering radicalisation in the community # 
 

Radicalisation is increasingly haunting Europe and threatening basic 
social coherence. Radicalisation is not simply imported from other 
regions of the world, but also produced at the heart of our young 
generations. Therefore we submitted the CHRIS projects, engaging 
young students in exploring ways to prevent the production of 
radicalisation potential in schools – and we will follow up this project 
with the CHRIS Community project (Erasmus+ Youth October 2016). 
 

 

# collaboration # 
Should you wish to collaborate with Working with Europe or use us as a driver of new innovative European initiatives, or wish to 

build European capacity in your organisation, you are welcome to invite us to a dialogue. 
 

# key contacts, curiosity and more information # 
                           [Mireia Masgrau] mireiamasgrau@gmail.com           [Jan Gejel] jan.gejel@skolekom.dk 

 

http://www.neetu.eu/
http://www.workingwitheurope.com/#!what-we-did/c1kcj
http://media.wix.com/ugd/3b60cb_1cc96f19064c44a0a1a10d45547b51c6.pdf

